How-to Connect Onyx Portable HD to a Laptop

- Take the Onyx, remote, and USB (with the blue port), out of the bag.
- Confirm GEM is installed on the computer
- Open GEM software
- Plug USB into Onyx and the laptop
- Plug Remote into Onyx
- Turn on the Onyx via remote or software "Power" button
- Once it Powers on, it will show the camera view
- If you’re camera isn’t being recognized, try plugging the USB into a different USB port
- To change the viewing mode on GEM use F12 + V (Cycle between Split Screen, full screen, hidden)

**Note** For proper orientation to read a document; the Onyx Camera head, should be turned towards the right side of the neck and aimed down with the lid closed. The camera can also be turned up to use for longer distances, with the lid open.

Resources

[ONYX Portable HD User’s Guide](#)

[GEM User’s Guide](#)

[ONYX Portable HD Remote Control Quick Reference Card](#)